Beaver trapping
begins. Highlyprized pelts
are drivers in
the Oregon
economy
Mid
1800s

Since time immemorial indigenous groups, including ancestors of
today’s Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs, have made their
homes throughout the Middle Fork John Day River watershed.
Gold miners arrive
in the valley,
doing mostly
hand-placer and
hard-rock mining
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The Dalles
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John Day
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completed
on the
Columbia
River

First inklings
of salmon
protection as
farmers introduce
fish screens on
irrigation ditches
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SVR spurs are
abandoned.
Timber cutting
and processing
continues at
the Bates mill
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Flow from
the MFJDR
watershed
begins to
decline

1980s

USFS installs
channel-spanning
log weirs in the Camp
Creek watershed to
enhance fish habitat

Bonneville
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on the
Columbia
River
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Grant SWCD
utilizes OWEB
grants to replace
push-up dams
with fish-friendly
alternatives
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operations
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Sumpter Valley
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establishes
spurs along the
MFJDR and its
tributaries
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Property
now known
as the OCA is
homesteaded
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Early restoration
actions include
riprap and rock
barb installation
along MFJDR and
tributaries to
prevent bank
erosion

General Land Office survey
crews arrive to record land
and vegetation conditions in
the watershed

Bates Pond fish
ladder restores
fish passage on
Bridge Creek
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2003

CTWSRO acquires the OCA
and Forest Conservation
Area (FCA) and begins
restoration actions by
fencing and planting the
riparian zone

NMFS designates
critical habitat for MCR
steelhead within the
MFJDR Subbasin

20002004
NOAA Biological
Opinions outlines
limiting factors
and conservation
recommendations for
steelhead and salmon
within the Columbia
Basin

Middle Fork John Day River Intensively Monitored Watershed (MFIMW)
Restoration Timeline
Since the 1990s, the Middle Fork John Day River (MFJDR) has been the focus of enormous and
complex restoration efforts to repair the damage done by previous logging, gold dredging, and
cattle grazing Restoring habitat for Chinook Salmon and steelhead in the MFJDR is key to their
population recovery throughout the entire Northwest region Steelhead in the John Day River were
listed as threatened in 1999, and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) survey information is
available as far back as the 1960’s Fish habitat restoration is a complex process, with climate, ocean,
and natural variability potentially influencing local fish population responses This timeline highlights
important cultural, scientific, and restoration milestones throughout the lifespan of the MFIMW.

The UMFWG develops
a monitoring plan for
the MFIMW
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develop a watershed
action plan for
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TNC completes
the first largescale wood
placement
project

Local partners
form the
UMFWG

NOAA funds MFIMW
through PSMFC
and OWEB

TNC completes Big
Boulder Creek channel
relocation project
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Oregon State Parks
and Recreation
Department acquires
Bates Pond mill site

The
Freshwater
Trust restores
portions of the
river
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Riparian enhancement
projects completed
on 9 miles of Lick and
Camp Creeks
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John Day
Subbasin
Revised Draft
Plan completed
to guide fish
restoration efforts

2013 *

Restoration
work at
Bates
State Park
in Grant
County

River restoration work
at OCA consolidates 2
channels back into its
single, historic channel

CTWSRO and partners
re-established stream
flow connection with
side channels and
floodplains at Dunstan
Homestead Preserve
2015 *

ODFW
monitoring show
highest steelhead
redd count on record
since surveys were
started in 2008

CTWSRO treats
1,250 acres of
juniper in the
uplands

2011

2012
Innovative remote
sensing techniques
document habitat
impacts from large
wood placement

* Rapidly rising water
temperatures cause adult
Spring Chinook fish kills

Record water
year: largest flood
event on record

USFS completes 4 miles of
large wood and 4 miles of
side channel work within
Camp Creek as well as 6
miles of tributary work
within Big Creek
2016
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Science
forum held
in John Day

Project at FCA initiates
removal of the riprap and
rock barbs installed in the
1970s and replacement
by log structures and
beaver dam analogs
201
7

CTWSRO completes large-scale
river restoration project at OCA
Final 10-year report features accomplishments
and recommendations for future restoration
and monitoring of MFIMW.

